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1. INTRODUCTION
w x w xBernstein algebras were introduced by Y. Lyubich 6 and P. Holgate 5
as algebras representing populations that reach equilibrium after the
second generation. In this way Bernstein algebras emerge in connection
Žwith the problem in mathematical heredity posed by I. N. Bernstein see
w x.1, 2 .
Nonassociative algebras appear in genetics when we try to express as a
symbolic product the way in which the biological characteristics of the two
w xparents are communicated to their offspring. In a recent survey 9 a
general introduction to algebras related to genetics can be found.
Algebras arising in genetics are in general baric algebras, that is, they
are commutative and have a nonzero homomorphism of algebras, v :
Ž .A “ K, called weight homomorphism. A Bernstein algebra A, v over a
field K, char K / 2, is a baric algebra satisfying the identity
2 22 2x s v x x 1Ž . Ž . Ž .
for all x g A.
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Ž .Among real Bernstein algebras K s R , those called stochastic are the
ones with genetic meaning. They are algebras with some stochastic basis;
 4that is, a basis F s e , . . . , e , with every basic element of weight one and1 n
the multiplication constants of the algebra
e e s p e 1 F i , j F n 2Ž . Ž .Ýi j i j , k k
k
satisfy
n
p s p G 0; p s 1. 3Ž .Ýi j , k ji , k i j , k
ks1
w xIf we denote D s e , . . . , e the simplex or convex hull generated by1 n
 < nthe elements e , . . . , e , that is, D s x e q ??? qx e x G 0, Ý x s1 n 1 1 n n i ks1 k
4  41 , the basis e , . . . , e is stochastic if and only if D is invariant with1 n
respect to the multiplication, D ? D ; D. If x , . . . , x denote coordinates1 n
 4 X Xof a g A with respect to a stochastic basis F s e , . . . , e and x , . . . , x1 n 1 n
coordinates of a2, the stochastic basis F is called degenerate if xX s 0 forj
some j. In other cases, the basis F is called nondegenerate.
The following well-known facts about Bernstein algebras will be used in
this paper:
1. A Bernstein algebra has a unique weight homomorphism v. The
Ž .ideal ker v of codimension 1 is called the barideal of A, bar A .
2. The set of idempotent elements of A is given by
I A s x 2 : x g A with v x s 1 . 4 4Ž . Ž . Ž .
Every Bernstein algebra contains at least one nonzero idempotent ele-
ment. If e is an idempotent element, A has a Peirce decomposition
Ž .A s R e [ U [ Z , where bar A s U [ Z ande e e e
1  4U s x g A: ex s x , Z s x g A: ex s 0 . 5Ž . 4e e2
Ž .3. dim U and consequently, dim Z does not depend on the choicee e
of the idempotent element, so we can define the type of A as the pair
Ž . Ž .m, d , where m y 1 s dim U and d s dim Z so n s dim A s m q d ;e e
m is called the rank of A, m s rk A. Products between elements of Ue
and Z satisfy the following relations:e
U 2 ; Z , U Z ; U , Z 2 ; U , 6Ž .e e e e e e e
2 22 2 3 2 2 2u s 0 s u uz s u s u uz s uz s uz s u z , 7Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
for all u g U and z g Z .e e
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Ž . The set of nonzero idempotent elements is known to be I A s e q u
2 24q u : u g U , and if e s e q u q u is another idempotent, thene
2U s u q 2uu: u g U , Z s z y 2 u q u z : z g Z . 8 4 Ž . Ž . 4e e e e
2 Ž 2 .Moreover, dim U and dim U Z q Z do not depend on the choice ofe e e e
the idempotent element, which justifies the following two definitions: a
2 Ž .Bernstein algebra in which U Z q Z s 0 is called regular and a Bern-e e e
2 Ž .stein algebra in which U s 0 is said to be exceptional. The algebra A ise
called nuclear if A2 s A.
LEMMA 1.1. If A is a Bernstein algebra, then A2 s R e [ U [ U 2 for alle e
Ž .e g I A .
Ž We will denote by U the subset U l ann U here ann U s x g A:0 e e e
4.xU s 0 . This subset is independent of the idempotent considered and ise
2 Ž . Ž . Ž .an ideal of A. It is clear that U U s 0 by identities 6 and 7 . This0 e
ideal has been used in the study of Jordan]Bernstein algebras. Indeed,
Ž w x.A [ ArU is a Jordan]Bernstein algebra see 3, 10 , and the following0
property is well known:
LEMMA 1.2. Let A be a Bernstein algebra and e be an idempotent. Then A
2 Ž . Ž . Ž .is Jordan if and only if Z s 0 and z zU s 0 for all z g Z .e e e
As an immediate consequence, we obtain the relations
z zu , zz9 g U 9Ž . Ž .0
for all u g U and z, z9 g Z . Therefore, if uz g Ru, then uz g U .e e 0
w xY. Lyubich 7 studied Bernstein algebras, mostly in terms of evolution-
ary operators. From that it is possible to conclude that only regular
Bernstein algebras are meaningful in a genetic context. So he poses the
following:
Conjecture. Every nuclear Bernstein algebra with a stochastic basis is
regular. Notice that every stochastic basis in a nuclear Bernstein algebra is
nondegenerate.
The aim of this paper is to prove, in an affirmative way, the above
conjecture.
wIn the proof of the theorem we will use an immediate consequence of 7,
xLemmas 5.7.7 and 5.7.9, pp. 229]230 . It can be formulated in an algebraic
way as
Ž .PROPOSITION 1.3. Let A be a Bernstein algebra of type m, d and
 4dimension n s m q d , ha¤ing a stochastic basis e , . . . , e . Then there is a1 n
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Ž .subalgebra A9 of A of type m y 1, d 9 and dimension n9 s m y 1 q d 9 - n
 4that has a stochastic basis e , . . . , e that is a subset of the stochastic basisi i1 n9
 4e , . . . , e of A.1 n
Let e , . . . , e be a basis of the algebra A. If x s Ý x e , the support of1 n i i i
Ž .x with respect to the basis F, denoted by supp x , is the set of basisF
Ž .vectors for which the coefficient is nonzero, that is, e g supp x if andi F
Ž .only if x / 0. Finally, if X is a subset of A, we define supp X si F
Ž .D supp x .x g X F
2. THE MAIN RESULT
In this section we will prove the mentioned conjecture by Lyubich as a
corollary of a more general theorem. To do that we will construct a
particular basis from the stochastic one, and we will see how elements in
this new basis multiply between them.
THEOREM 2.1. If F is a stochastic basis of a Bernstein algebra A of type
Ž .m, d , then there is an idempotent element e, u , u , . . . , u , a basis of U ,1 2 my1 e
and elements z g Z such thati e
my1
e s e q n u q z 1 F i F n .Ž .Ýi i k k i
ks1
w xFurthermore, ¤ectors e, e q u are in F and n G 0 for all i, k.k ik
In addition, if the stochastic basis is nondegenerate, then for e¤ery i there
are at most two nonzero coefficients n .i k
Proof. We will use induction on n s dim A. The result is clear if
Ž .n F 2. Let F be a stochastic basis of a Bernstein algebra A of type m, d
with n s m q d ) 2 and assume that the result is valid for any stochastic
basis of a Bernstein algebra of dimension less than n. By Proposition 1.3,
² :F contains a subsequence F9 such that the subspace A9 [ F9 is a
Ž . Ž .subalgebra of A of type m y 1, d 9 so dim A9 s m y 1 q d 9 s n9 - n .
We can assume, up to a new arrangement of the stochastic basis, that
 4F9 s e , e , . . . , e . By induction assumption there exist e, an idempo-1 2 n9
w xtent in F9 , and u , u , . . . , u , a basis of U l A9, such that e, e q u1 2 my2 e k
w xg F9 , k F m y 2, and the sequence F9 has the following form:
my2
e s e q n u q z 1 F i F n9 ,Ž .Ýi i k k i
ks1
where z g Z and n G 0.i e ik
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² : Ž .Clearly, e , . . . , e l A9 q U is one-dimensional. For every x gn9q1 n e
w x w xF , the element ex g F and we can consider the decomposition ex s
x Ž1. q x Ž2. given by
n9 n
Ž1. Ž2.x s x e and x s x e .Ý Ýk k k k
ks1 ksn9q1
Ž2. ² : Ž . Ž .It is clear that x g e , . . . , e , ex g R e q U : A9 q U , andn9q1 n e e
Ž1. Ž2. ² : Ž .x g A9. Consequently, x g e , . . . , e l A9 q U .n9q1 n e
Ž Ž2.. Ž2.Furthermore, v x s 0 if and only if x s 0. There are always
elements with x Ž2. / 0. Indeed, if e ? e g A9 for i s 1, . . . , n, then e ? A si
² : Ž .R e q U : A9, which is a contradiction. So e , . . . , e l A9 q Ue n9q1 n e
does not lie in ker v, and it contains one and only one element with weight
Ž1. Let e9 be such an element and let us denote u [ ee9 y e that is,my 1
.  4e9 s e q 2u q z9 . The sequence e , . . . , e , e9 is a basis of A9 q U ,my 1 1 n9 e
 4 Ž2.and hence u , . . . , u is a basis of U , and if x / 0, the element1 my1 e
Ž Ž2..y1 Ž2.v x x is equal to e9.
w xLet us notice that e9 and ee9 s e q u belong to F . We will seemy 1
now that n G 0 for every n9 q 1 F i F n, 1 F k F m y 1.i k
w x nIf n9 - j F n, ee g F , so ee s Ý x e with x G 0. Let us con-j j ks1 k k k
sider, as before, the decomposition ee s eŽ1. q eŽ2., wherej j j
n9 n
Ž1. Ž2.e s x e and e s x e .Ý Ýj k k j k k
ks1 ksn9q1
Ž2. n9 Ž n9 . n9 Ž my 2If e s 0, then ee s Ý x e s Ý x e q Ý Ý x n u qj j is1 i i is1 i is1 ks1 i i k k
. my 2Ž n9 . n9 n9x z s e q Ý Ý x n u q Ý x z and Ý x n G 0, since xi i ks1 is1 i i k k is1 i i is1 i i k i
G 0, n G 0.i k
Ž2. Ž Ž2.. n Ž Ž2..y1 Ž2.If e / 0, then v e s Ý x ) 0 and e9 s v e e . Con-j j ksn9q1 k j j
Ž2. Ž Ž2.. Ž Ž2..Ž . Ž1.sequently, e s v e e9 s v e e q 2u q z . Similarly, either ej j j my1 j
Ž Ž1..y1 Ž1. w x Ž1. Ž Ž1.. n9s 0 or v e e g F9 , so e s v e Ý y e , with y G 0, Ý y s 1.j j j j is1 i i i i
my 2Ž n9 Ž Ž1.. . Ž Ž2..So ee s e q Ý Ý v e y n u q 2v e u has all coeffi-j ks1 is1 j i i k k j my1
cients of u , k s 1, . . . , m y 1 positive. The same is true for e .k j
Now we will assume that the stochastic basis is nondegenerate. We
already know that the basis has the following form:
my1
e s e q n u q z 1 F i F n ,Ž .Ýi i k k i
ks1
w xwhere e, e q u g F and n G 0 for all i, k.k ik
Let n0 be such that for every i F n0 each e has at most one nonzeroi
coefficient n and for every j ) n0 each e has at least two nonzeroi k j
 4 w xcoefficients n . Let F0 s e , e , . . . , e . Then e, e q u g F0 . Indeed,jk 1 2 n0 k
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e s x e q ??? qx e with x G 0, and Ýn x s 1 implies that Ý x n s1 1 n n i is1 i i i1
0,Ý x n s 0, . . . ,Ý x n s 0. So n / 0 implies x s 0, and we havei i2 i imy1 i k i
proved in this way that x / 0 only for those e with n s 0 for every k. Ini i i k
particular, i F n0.
In the same way we can prove that e q u is a convex combination ofk
X ² :e s with n s 0 for every t / k. Consequently, R e q U ; F0 , whichi i t e
 4 ² :implies that z , . . . , z is linearly independent and z , . . . , z ln0 q1 n 1 n0
² :  4 Ž  4z , . . . , z s 0 . Notice that z , . . . , z are not linearly dependentn0 q1 n 1 n0
.in general .
Let n0 - j F n. Since the stochastic basis is nondegenerate, we have
Ž 2 .e g supp A . So there exist two integers r, s such that u u sj F r s
n ŽŽ .Ž .. ŽÝ g z with g / 0. Then, e g supp e q u e q u s supp e qks1 k k j j F r s F
Ž . .1r2 u q u q u u , and therefore, as we argued above, n s 0 for allr s r s jk
k / r, s.
We will introduce now some notations that follow from the previous
 4theorem. Let F s e , . . . , e be a nondegenerate stochastic basis of a1 m
Bernstein algebra A. According to Theorem 2.1 we know the existence of
w xan idempotent e and a basis of U , u , . . . , u , such that e, e q u g F .e 1 my1 i
 4 Ž .Let V [ e g F: ee s e . Then supp e ; V ; R e [ Z , as we0 k k F 0 e
have seen at the end of the proof of Theorem 2.1. We can reenumerate
elements in V so that this sequence has the following form:0
r0
e s e q a z r F nŽ .Ý00 0 k 0 k 0 0
ks1 10Ž .
e s e q z 1 F t F n ,Ž .0 t 0 t 0
 4 r0where a - 0, the sequence z is linearly independent, and the0 k 0 t ts1
 4 r0support of e with respect to F is e .0 t ts0
 4For each 1 F i F m y 1 let V s e g F: 0 / ee y e g Ru . It cani k k i
² : my 1² :easily be deduced that V ; R e [ Ru [ Z and the sum Ý V isi i e ks0 k
direct. For every i, the support of e q u with respect to F is included ini
V j V .0 i
Consequently, for every fixed i, 1 F i F m y 1, there is a new indexing
 4nie of V such thati t ts0 i
ri
e s e q m u q z q a z r F n ,Ž .Ýi0 i0 i i0 i k ik i i
ks1 11Ž .
e s e q m u q z 1 F t F n ,Ž .i t i t i i t i
. Ž .  4 .where 1 supp e q u l V s e : t F r , 2 the m-s are greater thanF i i i t i
. ² : .  4zero, 3 z g z , . . . , z , 4 z : 1 F t F n is linearly independent.i0 01 0 n it i0
Obviously, a - 0 for all k.i k
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Finally, let V be the set of all vectors e in F verifying that them k
 4my 1support of ee y e with respect to u contains exactly two elements,k i is1
 4mthat is, V s F _ F0. It is clear that V is a partition of F, and wem k ks0
 4nmcan denote elements in V s e :m mt ts1
e s e q l u q l u q z 1 F t F n , 12Ž . Ž .mt t j t l mt mt t
 < 4where 1 F j - l F m y 1 for all t and z 1 F t F n is linearly inde-t t mt m
pendent.
With this notation the set
 z , . . . , z , z , . . . , z , z , . . . , z , . . . ,01 0 n 11 1n 21 2 n0 1 2
4z , . . . , z , z , . . . , zmy 11 my1n m1 m nmy 1 m
is a basis of Z .e
Remark. Notice that m s n and n s 0 if j / i, for every 0 F t Fi t i t i i t j
n , and n s 0 for every k and 0 F t F n . Also, l s n , l s n .i 0 t k 0 t mt j t mt lt t
That is, in the expression of each element e , at most two elements n 's cani
be different from zero. If there is only one, the coefficient is called m, and
we write together those in which the nonzero coefficient is the one of u . Ifi
two coefficients are nonzero, we denote them by l and l, respectively.
 4The idempotent element e and the basis u , . . . , u in U can be1 my1 e
w xtaken in such a way that e q lu g F if and only if 0 F l F 1. Withi
w xrespect to such a basis, and using the fact that ee g F , it follows thati t
1m F 2 for every 1 F i F m y 1, 1 F t F n . Indeed, e q m u s ee gi t i i t i i t2
w x w x w my 1 xF . Similarly, from ee g F we can deduce that ee g D V , andmt mt is0 i
Žfrom here it follows that l q l F 4 for every t expressing ee as at t mt
convex linear combination of elements in Dmy 1 V and using that eachis0 i
.m F 2 .i t
Suggested by the above presentation, we will consider the basis
 4C [ e, u , . . . , u , z , z , . . . , z , z , . . . , z . 13Ž .1 my1 01 02 0 n 11 m n0 m
Let us define the following linear subspaces:
² :² :W [ Z l supp supp e s z , . . . , zŽ .Ž .0 e C F 01 0 r0
² :W [ Z l supp supp e q u 1 F i F m y 1; agree W [ 0 ,Ž . Ž .Ž .i e C F i m
and if W s Ým W , letks0 i
² :Y [ z : z f W , Z [ W [ Y 0 F i F m .Ž .i i t i t i i i
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Obviously, for every i, the vectors z are in W if and only if t F r . Basici t i i
properties of these subspaces are
² : 2Y ; supp u U ; supp U 1 F i F m 14² :Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .i C i e C e
Ž .again arguing as at the end of the proof of Theorem 2.1 , and
Z l supp u u ; Z 1 F i F m y 1; i / j, k . 15² :Ž . Ž . Ž .i C j k 0
 4 Ž .Thus, if u g U , then Y s 0 . The vector z lies in supp u u if andi 0 i mt C i k
 4  4only if i, k s j , l . This implies thatt t
² :u u f u u : i , k / j , l and 1 F i F k F m y 1 ,Ž . Ž .j l i k t tt t
² sm  4:and hence U ; u : i f D j , l .0 i ts1 t t
w xCOROLLARY 2.2. If x g F and g is the coefficient of u in the expres-i i
sion of x with respect to C, then g G 0.i
LEMMA 2.3. The following relations hold for all i, j, k, l:
² : ² :u u u g u , u , u , u u u u g u , u , u , u .Ž . Ž . Ž .i j k i j k i j k l i j k l
Proof. Let us denote f [ e q u for t s i, j, k, l. Thent t
1 1 w xf f f s e q 2u q u q u q u u u q u u q u g F .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .i j k i j k i j k i j k4 2
Ž .If p x denotes the coefficient of u in the C expression of x, thent t
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..p f f f s p u u u , if t / i, j, k. Similarly, p f f f st i j k t i j k t j i k
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž .p u u u , and p f f f s p u u u . But u u u q u u u qt j i k t k i j t k i j i j k j i k
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..u u u s 0 implies that p f f f q p f f f q p f f f s 0,k i j t i j k t j i k t k i j
and each coefficient in these summands is not negative by the above
Ž Ž .. Ž . ² :corollary. So p u u u s 0; that is, u u u g u , u , u .t i j k i j k i j k
The second inclusion can be proved in a similar way by using products
Ž .Ž . Ž .f f f f and the first identity of 7 .i j k l
Remark. The following elemental fact will be used in the following
lemmas. For each z g C l W , j F m y 1, there exist two vectors, fq andj z
y w xf , in V j V with the following form:z 0 i
fqs e q gqu q «qz , fys e q gyu q «yz , 16Ž .z z i z z z i z
where gq, gyg R and «q) 0 and «y- 0.z z z z
Indeed, we can take as fq the element in the basis F in which zz
appears, and fy can be constructed in the following way:z
If j s 0 and e s Ýj e is the expression of e as convex linear0 k 0 k
1y Ž .combination, z s z , then f s e y j e , where j s 1 y j .0 t z 0 t 0 t 0 tj
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If j ) 0 and z s z , e q u s Ý j e q Ý j e , then f ysjt j k jk jk k 0 k 0 k z
1 Ž Ž ..e q u y j e , where j s 1 y j .j jt jt jtj
Ž . ² Ž 2 .:LEMMA 2.4. The relation Ru ? supp U ; Ru holds. In particu-i C e i
Ž . ² Ž my 1 Ž .: 3 Ž .lar, Ru ? supp D u u s 0 and U s 0 .i C ks1 i l e
 4 Ž .Proof. Let i, j, k g 1, . . . , m y 1 . For every z g supp u u there isC j k
w x ² :an element f s e q u q g z g F , where u belongs to u , u and gz z z z j k z
and the coefficient of z in the expression of u u with respect to the basisj k
C have the same sign. Indeed, if z f W, we can take as f one vector inz
the basis F, and if z g W we can use the previous remark.
Thus, u u s Ý h z, with the assumption that h and g havej k z g supp Žu u . z z zC j k
the same sign. Then there exist scalars z ) 0 verifyingz
² :z s 1, 0 / z g z g u u .Ý Ýz z z j k
Ž . Ž .zgsupp u u zgsupp u uC j k C j k
Since the products
e q u f and e q u z fŽ . Ž . Ýi z i z z
Ž .zgsupp u uC j k
w x ² : Ž .lie in F , we obtain that u z g u , u , u for all z g supp u u , thati i j k C j k
Ž . Ž . ² :is, Ru ? supp u u ; u , u , u . Indeed, for every l / i, j, k the ele-i C j k i j k
Ž .Ž .ment u does not appear in the expression of e q u Ýz f by Lemmal i z z
Ž .2.3, and if it appears in some of the elements e q u f , it does withi z
positive coefficients in all of them by Corollary 2.2.
Let z be a vector in supp U 2 . Obviously, supp U 2 sC e C e
my 1 Ž .D supp u u . We have the following cases:j, ks1 C j k
Ž 2 .I. If z g supp u , then u z g Ru by the above result.C i i i
Ž 2 . Ž .II. If z f supp u and there exists j such that z g supp u u ,C i C i j
² : Ž . 2then u z g u , u . Let u z s h u q h u . So 0 s u u z s h u qi i j i 1 i 2 j i i 1 i
h u u . Since u u f Ru2, it follows that h s 0 and u z g Ru .2 i j i j i 2 i i
Ž 2 . Ž .III. If there exists j such that z g supp u , but z f supp u u ,C j C i j
² : Ž .then again u z g u , u . If u z [ h u q h u as before, u u z si i j i 1 i 2 j j i
2 Ž . Ž . Ž .h u u q h u s yu u z g R u u , using that u z g R u by I. Since1 i j 2 j i j i j j j
u2 f Ru u , it follows that h s 0, that is, u z g Ru .j i j 2 i i
Ž . Ž . Ž 2 .IV. If z g supp u u and z f supp u u j supp u for all l,C j k C i l C l
Ž . Ž .then u z s h u q h u q h u . We get from II that u u z s yu u zi 1 i 2 j 3 k j i i j
Ž . 2 Ž .g Ru u . Thus u u z s h u u q h u q h u u g R u u . Since u ui j j i 1 i j 2 j 3 j k i j j k
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² 2: Ž .f u u , u , it follows that h s 0. Similarly, u u z s h u u q h u ui j j 3 k i 1 i k 2 j k
Ž . Ž . ² : Ž .s yu u z g R u u by II and u u f u u . So h s 0 and u z si k i k j k i k 2 i
Ž . ² Ž 2 .:h u g Ru . Consequently, Ru ? suppC U ; Ru for all i.1 i i i e i
Ž . ² Ž 2 .:If Ru ? supp U / 0, it follows that there exists z g Z withi C e e
Ž . Ž . Ž .u z s u , and then u s u z z lies in U by 9 . Consequently, u U s 0i i i i 0 i e
2 Ž . 3 Ž .and u U s 0 , which implies that U s 0 .i e e
² Ž 2 .:2 Ž . Ž 2 .2LEMMA 2.5. The relation supp U s 0 holds. In particular, UC e e
is the zero subspace.
Proof. In the same way as we argued in the previous lemma, for every
Ž . Ž .z g supp u u and z9 g supp u u there are elementsC i j C k l
w xf [ e q u q g z , f [ e q u q g z9 g F ,z z z z 9 z 9 z 9
² : ² : w xwith u g u , u and u g u , u and f f g F . There are z , z ) 0z i j z 9 k l z z 9 z z 9
such that Ý z s Ý z s 1 andz z z 9 z 9
² : ² :0 / z g z g u u , 0 / z g z9 g u u .Ý Ýz z i j z 9 z 9 k l
z z9
w xSince the products f f and Ý z z f f are in F , it follows fromz z 9 z, z 9 z z 9 z z 9
² :Lemma 2.3 and Corollary 2.2 that zz9 g u , u , u , u for all z, z9. Wei j k l
conclude that
² :supp u u ? supp u u ; u , u , u , uŽ . Ž .C i j C k l i j k l
for all i, j, k, and l.
Ž . Ž . 2If we assume that supp u u supp u u / 0, by using that Z ; UC i j C k l e 0
² :in a Bernstein algebra, we conclude that U l u , u , u , u is nonzero.0 i j k l
² :Let u be a nonzero element in U l u , u , u , u . We have four possible0 i j k l
cases:
I. If i s j s k s l, then u s u s u s u g U and u2 s 0, whichi j k l 0 i
is a contradiction.
 4II. If the set i, j, k, l has cardinal two and we call r, s the letters in
this set, then u2 / 0 or u2 / 0. Indeed, if u2 s 0 s u2, taking a nonzeror s r s
² :  4element in U l u , u / 0 , we conclude that u u s 0, and conse-0 r s r s
quently, u u s 0 s u u , which is a contradiction. Let us assume u2 / 0.i j k l r
² :  4Then, again considering an element in U l u , u / 0 , we have0 r s
Ž 2 . Ž . Ž 2 .supp u , supp u u ; supp u , but this is impossible by I.C s C r s C r
 4III. If the set i, j, k, l has cardinal three, we can assume that the
 4letters i, j, k are different and l g i, k . By I and II we know that
supp u u o supp u2 j supp u2 j supp u u .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .C i j C i C k C i k
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² 2 2 :This means that u u f u , u , u u . Let u s h u q h u q h u g Ui j i k i k 1 i 2 j 3 k 0
² : 2l u , u , u , u . Then 0 s u u s h u q h u u q h u u . Since u u fi j k l i 1 i 2 i j 3 i k i j
² 2 2 : Ž . Ž .u , u , u u , it follows that h s 0. If l s k, supp u u o supp u ui k i k 2 C i j C j k
by II and 0 s u u s h u u q h u u implies that h s 0. Similarly, ifj 1 i j 3 j k 1
Ž . Ž 2 . 2l s i, then supp u u o supp u and 0 s h u q h u u imply thatC i k C i 1 i 3 i k
h s 0. So, either u s h u or u s h u , which is a contradiction, because3 1 i 3 k
u g U and u u / 0 / u u .0 i j k l
IV. All letters i, j, k, l are different. Then by I]III we have
my1
2supp u u o supp u j supp u u j supp u uŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .DC i j C t C k t C t l
ts1
and
my1
2supp u u o supp u j supp u u j supp u u .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .DC k l C t C i t C j t
ts1
This means
² 2 :u u f u , u u , u u : t s 1, . . . , m y 1 ,i j t k t t l
² 2 :u u f u , u u , u u : t s 1, . . . , m y 1 .k l t i t j t
Let u s h u q h u q h u q h u g U . Then uu s 0 implies h s 01 i 2 j 3 k 4 l 0 i 2
and uu s 0 implies h s 0. Finally, uu s 0 and uu s 0 imply thatj 1 l k
h s 0 and h s 0, respectively.3 4
Therefore, in all cases we have obtained a contradiction that comes
Ž . Ž .  4from the assumption supp u u ? supp u u / 0 . Consequently,C i j C k l
² 2:2 Ž .supp U s 0 .C e
THEOREM 2.6. If A is a Bernstein algebra with a nondegenerate stochastic
basis, then A2 is regular.
w xThe following corollary proves Conjecture 5.7.16 in 7 in an affirmative
way. For that we only need to remember that a stochastic basis of a
nuclear algebra is always nondegenerate.
COROLLARY 2.7. E¤ery nuclear Bernstein algebra with a stochastic basis is
regular.
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